Gospel Community Leaders
Monthly Planning Guide

Questions for Dialogue and Reflection (2 HRS)
1. How have we lived into the Seek (UP), Share (IN), Serve (OUT), Shalom (OFF) as a community/individually?
2. Which rhythm(s) have we excelled in and exemplified as a community/individually?
3. Which rhythm(s) have we struggled to embrace as a community/individually?
4. Which rhythm(s) should we emphasize in the next month?
5. How are these rhythms translating into each individual's daily lives?
6. Are those in our community proclaiming/incarnating the gospel faithfully?
7. How is each person contributing to the whole community?
8. Are GC participants initiating, caring for, and loving one another one consistently?
9. Are there any needs within the GC that could be met by the community?
10. Are there any needs among those relationally connected to GC participants (neighbors, coworkers, etc.)
that could be met by the community? Any neighborhood needs?
11. Are those in the GC committing to a Fight Club gathering? Why or why not?
12. What is the plan for identifying and developing an apprentice leader or co-leader?
13. How is the GC preparing to seed a new GC into another neighborhood?
14. Are there any questions that you need to ask your GC coach?
In view of how you answered the questions above, prayerfully plan the focus of the next month.

Week 1

Week 2

Agape Feast

Meal:

•

Focus:

How can we prepare our GC for worshiping the
Triune God in Spirit and truth with the body?
• How can we prepare our GC engage relationally
with the body?
• How can we prepare our GC to PARTICIPATE?
• How can our GC be a catalyst for engaging in
God’s mission?
• How can we re-orient around Jesus together?

Content:

Later in the Week:

Leader(s) Responsible:

Week 3

Week 4

Meal:

Meal:

Focus:

Focus:

Content:

Content:

Later in the Week:

Later in the Week:

Leader(s) Responsible:

Leader(s) Responsible:

